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SUMMARY 
Several years ago, i t was discovered that the negative helium 
ion in l iqu id helium was able to t rave l macroscopic distances in a 
zero e l e c t r i c f i e l d af ter i t had passed through a region of high 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d . This phenomenon has been named the "persistence" of 
the d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the ion. This persistence current (persistence 
ion complex) has been interpretated as an electron trapped in a 
c i rcular , s ingly quantized vortex r ing. The experiments of this thesis 
project have been designed to test the vortex ring interpretation of 
persistence current by making range and s ize measurements and to 
discover additional properties of the persistence ion complex. 
The farthest distance a vortex ring w i l l go in a f i e l d - f r e e 
region is defined as the range of the vortex r ing. Size and range are 
d i r e c t l y re la ted , knowledge of one is equivalent to knowledge of the 
other. A s ize measurement consists of placing a gr id with appropriate 
sized openings in the path of the ion beam, which is produced by 
applying d .c . voltages between a radioactive source (Americium - 2kl, 
1 9 (iCi) and a c o l l e c t o r . A vibrat ing reed electrometer i s connected 
to the co l l ec to r to measure the currents. 
The fol lowing conclusions have been reached as a result of 
this research: 
1. The persistence ion complex is not an electron trapped in 
a c i rcu lar , s ingly quantized vortex r ing. 
2. The s ize of the persistence ion complex is about 35 microns. 
3. The persistence ion complex can be created while the ion 
in the vortex ring s ta te . 
k. The persistence ion complex breaks up at a su f f i c i en t ly 
high e l e c t r i c f i e l d . 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For some time, helium ions have been used to invest igate the 
1 2 3 
microscopic structure of superfluid l iqu id helium. ' Such ions are 
produced by allowing a radioactive source to ionize l iqu id helium. A 
pos i t ive ion consists of a He^* ion surrounded by a region of helium 
k 
of increased density due to polar iza t ion forces . A negative ion con­
s is ts of a free electron trapped in a low density "hole" in the l iqu id 
5 6 7 helium. Rayfield and Rei f ' were the f i r s t ones to observe that 
ions, pos i t ive and negative, might be accelerated by an e l e c t r i c f i e l d 
to create vortex rings at su f f i c i en t ly low temperatures. The behavior 
of ions can be invest igated by conventional current techniques. 
Several important factors may influence the motion of the ions. 
They are, for example, the applied e l e c t r i c forces on the bare ion and 
on the ion-ring complex, the f r i c t i ona l forces on the bare ion and on 
the ion-ring complex, the probabi l i ty that the ion can be trapped by 
a vortex ring and the probabi l i ty that the ion w i l l escape from the 
Ion-ring complex. The influence of these factors varies with temper­
ature and applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d . As an ion is accelerated in an 
applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d at low temperatures, i t s motion passes through 
several stages. The average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of an ion with respect to 
the applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d is shown in Figure 1. At low e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d s , the bare ion behaves as i t would in a simple f l u i d , i t s average 
2 
d r i f t v e l o c i t y increases l i nea r ly with the applied e l ec t r i c f i e l d . 
As the ion reaches a c r i t i c a l v e l o c i t y v ^ at a c r i t i c a l e l ec t r i c f i e l d 
E ^ 3 the niotion of the ion has a dramatic change. The average d r i f t 
v e l o c i t y v^ decreases precipi tously as the applied e l ec t r i c f i e l d 
9 10 
increases. This behavior is due to the trapping of ions into 
vortex rings and the increase in the s ize of the ion-ring complex as 
the vortex ring gains energy from the applied e l ec t r i c f i e l d . I f 
nothing else happened, the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the ion-ring 
complex would continue decreasing as the e l ec t r i c f i e l d increased, 
as shown by the dashed l ine in Figure 1. However, the decline of the 
average d r i f t v e l o c i t y slows down as the applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d is 
further increased. At the second c r i t i c a l e l ec t r i c f i e l d E ~, the 
c2' 
average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the ion once more increases with the applied 
11 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d . Even though the ion-ring complex may be completely 
stable with respect to the average forces , there is a f i n i t e probabi l i ty 
12 
that the ion w i l l escape from i t s ring due to thermal fluctuation. 
The minimum and r i s e in the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y are due to the increase 
in the escape probabi l i ty of the ion from the vortex ring as the 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d is increased. The enhanced escape rate prevents the 
vortex ring from reaching the low v e l o c i t i e s which correspond to a 
large vortex r ing. This leads to an increase in the average d r i f t 
v e l o c i t y . Af ter i t s escape, the bare ion accelerates once more to a 
v e l o c i t y near v ^ and is captured by a new ring which then commences 
13 14 
growing toward i t s equilibrium radius. ' This sequence of events 
can be repeated many times. The representative ion his tor ies are 
3 
- p 
Electric Field 
Figure 1. Average Drift Velocity of Ion vs Electric Field 
i l lus t ra ted in Figure 2. Curve (A) represents the ion v e l o c i t y at an 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d smaller than the f i r s t c r i t i c a l f i e l d E , . It starts 
c l 
with an e l e c t r i c force larger than the f r i c t i ona l force acting on the 
ion. The ion v e l o c i t y increases with time unt i l i t reaches a l imi t ing 
value at which the f r i c t i ona l force equals the e l ec t r i c force . Curve 
(B) shows the ion v e l o c i t y at an e l e c t r i c f i e l d between E _ and E 
c l cd 
The ion v e l o c i t y increases with time and then decreases with time due 
to the creation of a vortex r ing, and f i n a l l y reaches an equilibrium 
value. For e l e c t r i c f i e ld s higher than the second c r i t i c a l f i e l d E 2? 
the ear ly his tory of the ion v e l o c i t y is similar to that of Curve ( B ) . 
As time goes on, a second increase in the ion v e l o c i t y occurs due to 
the escape of the ion from the vortex r ing. As a second vortex ring 
is created, the ion v e l o c i t y decreases again. This kind of process 
can repeat several times, hence more spikes can be observed on the Ion 
v e l o c i t y his tory at higher e l ec t r i c f i e l d s , as indicated in Curve ( c ) . 
The dashed l ines in Figure 2 show the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the ion 
at each e l e c t r i c f i e l d . Figure 2 is p lo t ted using an arbi trary scale . 
For temperatures below 1°K, the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the 
negative ion has a discontinuity at the f i r s t c r i t i c a l f i e l d . I t is 
double-valued for f i e ld s just below the f i r s t c r i t i c a l f i e l d . Af ter 
the ion has been accelerated to an e l e c t r i c f i e l d higher than the 
f i r s t c r i t i c a l f i e l d and a vortex ring has been created, the average 
d r i f t v e l o c i t y Is then measured at f i e ld s smaller than the f i r s t 
c r i t i c a l f i e l d with the ion in the vortex ring s ta te . These measured 
values are smaller than those measured at the same f i e lds while the ion 
is s t i l l in the bare ion s ta te . The pos i t ive ion behaves in a similar 
Figure 2. Ion Velocity vs Time 
6 
way at su f f i c i en t ly low temperatures. In Figure 3? average d r i f t 
v e l o c i t i e s of both pos i t ive and negative ions at two temperatures are 
presented. 
More de ta i led discussion of the behavior of ions in superfluid 
l iqu id helium is presented in the fol lowing sections. 
Bare Ion 
Ions are in the bare ion state immediately after they are emitted 
from the source. At low e l e c t r i c f i e l d s , the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y 
of the ion increases with the f i e l d . This behavior is s M l a r to that 
of a pa r t i c l e moving in an ordinary viscous f l u id . I t can be assumed 
that the motion of the ion is governed by a balance between an e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d force eE and an average viscous f r i c t i ona l force f ( v ) , where v 
is the instantaneous v e l o c i t y of the ion. The equation of motion of 
the ion can be wri t ten as 
M. f£=eE-f(v). (1 ) 
ion dt 
According to this picture , the ion accelerates from rest and approaches 
a l imi t ing v e l o c i t y at which the e l e c t r i c force and the f r i c t i ona l force 
are equal to each other. 
Phonon and Roton 
15 
In 1 9 ^ 1 Landau suggested that the properties of superfluid 
l iqu id helium could be explained by describing the atomic motion of 
the l iqu id below the lambda point in terms of elementary exci ta t ions . 
These exci tat ions are somewhat similar to the phonons in a crystal 
7 
E (kv/cm) 
Figure 3# Drift Velocity of Positive and Negative Ions 
Positive Ions: Dashed Lines 
Negative Ions: Solid Lines 
8 
l a t t i c e s . They are characterized by a frequency cu and a wavenumber k 
but have a d i f ferent dispersion re la t ion . Each exci ta t ion has a 
momentum p = hk and an energy e = hco. The dispersion curve proposed 
l6 
by Landau is i l lus t ra ted in Figure k. I t turns out that most of the 
excitat ions have momenta in the regions of ei ther the o r ig in or the 
minimum. Landau speci f ied the region near the o r ig in by the phonon 
re la t ion 
€ = cp 
where c is the v e l o c i t y of the longitudinal sound waves. The region 
of the minimum is speci f ied by the re la t ion 
fe-Po>2 
where A? P Q and a- are three constants derived from thermodynamic data. 
The excitat ions in this region are ca l led "rotons". Phonons dominate 
at low temperatures. Rotons are more p len t i fu l at 1°K. As an ion or 
a vortex ring moves in l i qu id helium, f r i c t i ona l forces are introduced 
as a result of i t s co l l i s ions with elementary exci ta t ions . 
Vortex Ring 
17 
Donnelly and Roberts suggested that a vortex ring is formed 
when a roton is expanded by thermal fluctuation to become a small r ing. 
They assumed that proto-rings (rotons) are located near the equator 
of a moving ion. Col l is ions with other elementary excitat ions w i l l 
occasionally make one of these proto-rings grow to f i n i t e s i z e . The 
hydrodynamical a t t ract ion f e l t by an ion near the core of a vortex 
9 
Figure km Elementary Excitations of the Landau Theory 
10 
w i l l cause the ring to attach to the ion. When the ring grows to a 
s ize at which i t s forward v e l o c i t y i s equal to that of the ion, i t is 
a " c r i t i c a l thermal fluctuation". Further growth of the ring w i l l be 
at the expense of the external e l ec t r i c f i e l d , and w i l l continue unt i l 
the f r i c t i o n a l force on the ring is equal and opposite to the e l ec t r i c 
force due to the external e l ec t r i c f i e l d . 
Onsager"*"^  and Feynman"'"^  characterized the superfluid at absolute 
zero as a stationary rotat ional flow pattern with flow v e l o c i t y u. In 
a quantum mechanical description, this flow pattern can be represented 
by a wel l -def ined wavefunction Y = Y Q e x p ( i q ) where Y q is the ground 
state wavefunction of the f l u id at rest and q is a phase factor whose 
gradient i s re lated to the flow v e l o c i t y u. The condition that Y be 
single-valued leads to the requirement that q changes by an in tegra l 
multiple o f 2TT in going around any closed path. This requirement is 
equivalent to the Bohr-Sommerfeld condition in the form 
p . d l = m (j) u • d l = hN, (2) 
where p is the momentum associated with a helium atom of mass m moving 
with the flow v e l o c i t y u, h is Planck's constant and N is an integer . 
The in tegra l of the tangential v e l o c i t y around a closed path is defined 
as the "circulat ion" 
» 
H = 0 u • d l . (3) 
t. 
In a cy l indr ica l geometry, equation (3) reduces to H = 2TTru, 
where r is the distance from the symmetry axis and u i s the circum­
fe ren t i a l component of the flow v e l o c i t y . Thus 
1 1 
(>0 u = 2TTr 
a re la t ion characterizing the flow pattern of a vortex l i n e . I f r 
becomes less than some cut-off value a which is ca l led the "core radius", 
u must deviate from equation (h) since i t would otherwise become 
i n f i n i t e . 
As a further special case, l e t us consider the motion of two 
vortex l ines of equal and opposite c i rcula t ions , H-^ = - K g . The distance 
between these two vor t ices is 2 r as shown in Figure 5 . This combination 
20 
has been named "vortex-pair" . Vortex 1 produces a v e l o c i t y 
K^/2TT(2r) = K-^/kTTr on vortex 2 at a r ight angle to the l ine joining 
them. In addit ion, vortex 2 induces a v e l o c i t y -K^/^TIT on vortex 1 , 
also at a r ight angle to r . Since H-^  = -K^? the vortex-pair moves 
with constant v e l o c i t y H/VTTT at a r ight angle to the joining l i n e . 
A vortex r ing , shown in Figure 6, has some s imi la r i ty to a 
vor tex-pair in that each element of the ring is influenced by the 
remaining elements and thus a v e l o c i t y is given to the whole r ing. 
The integrat ion in this case is rather more involved. The v e l o c i t y of 
2 1 
a vortex ring was f i r s t given without proof by Thomson, and was 
22 23 l a t e r v e r i f i e d by Hicks and also by Gray. I t has since then been 
widely used in many hydrodynamics books as the v e l o c i t y of a vortex 
ring in the form of 
v = £ = ( H/W)(ln(8r / a ) - A ) , (5) 
where a i s the core radius with a value of ( 1 . 2 8 ± 0 . 1 3 ) A , for a 
Figure 5. Vortex Pair 
13 
Figure 6. Vortex Ring Configuration 
Ik 
vortex ring in superfluid l iqu id helium, and r is the radius of the 
vortex ring which is assumed much larger than a. The energy required 
to set the f lu id into such motion from rest i s given by 
where y = rsin9, z = rcos9 and p is the density of the f lu id . Lamb 
2k 
carried out the detai led calculation of equation (6) in his book, 
obtaining the result 
I t is interest ing to note from equations (5) and (7) that the radius 
of a vortex ring i s approximately d i r e c t l y proportional to i t s energy, 
but inversely proportional to i t s v e l o c i t y . This means that as a 
vortex ring moves in an e l ec t r i c f i e l d dominated region, I t gains 
energy and i t s s ize grows, but i t s v e l o c i t y decreases. On the other 
hand, as a vortex ring moves in a f r i c t i ona l force dominated region, 
i t loses energy and i t s s ize reduces, but i t moves fas ter . 
In a similar fashion, Lamb calculated that the momentum of a 
vortex ring along the x-di rec t ion I s equal to 
e l e c t r i c force eE and a f r i c t i ona l force f ( v ) . According to Rayfield 
7 
and Rei f the f r i c t i o n a l force per unit length i s proportional to i t s 
v e l o c i t y , hence the f r i c t i ona l force on a vortex ring must be f ( v ) = 
(6) 
£ = \
 P K 2 r ( l n ( 8 r / a ) - 7/h). (7) 
(8) 
The t o t a l force acting on a vortex ring is the sum of an 
15 
C(2rrr)v. Then, the expression for v (equation ( 5 ) ) shows that f ( v ) i s 
a slowly varying function of the radius r , or energy € , of the vortex 
r ing. Rayfield and Reif also suggested that the f r i c t i ona l force Is 
temperature dependent. More p rec i se ly , the f r i c t i ona l force can be 
wri t ten in the form 
f ( v ) = -
 a ( T ) ( l n(8r / a ) - i). 
Thus the t o t a l force acting on a vortex ring becomes 
F = eE -
 a ( l n(8r / a ) - . (9) 
High F ie ld Behavior 
As indicated in Figure 1 , the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of an ion 
starts decreasing at the f i r s t c r i t i c a l f i e l d E due to the formation 
of a vortex r ing. The decline of the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y slows 
down and the d r i f t v e l o c i t y reaches a minimum at the second c r i t i c a l 
13 lh 
f i e l d E^^ due to the escape of the ion from the vortex r ing. 5 
After the escape the ion w i l l be accelerated in the e l e c t r i c f i e l d to 
a v e l c o i t y close to v ^ and captured by a new r ing. This sequence 
can be repeated many times. 
Figure 7 shows the average d r i f t v e l o c i t i e s of pos i t ive ions 
at four d i f ferent temperatures, measured by Bruschi, Mazzoldi and 
Santini."^" The decline of the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y at the f i r s t 
c r i t i c a l f i e l d becomes less steep at higher temperatures. This means 
that escapes happen more frequently at higher temperatures. For the 
pos i t i ve Ion, the e f fec t of escapes has been seen down to temperatures 
near 0 . 5 ° K . ^ At temperatures above 1 ° K , the effects of escapes are 
0 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9 
Accelerating Field (kv/cm) 
Figure 7. Drift Velocity of Positive Ion. (After Bruschi, Mazzoldi and Santini) 
17 
inevi table at a l l f i e l d s . The negative ion is more strongly bound to 
the vortex r ing. I t s escape probabi l i ty is s ignif icant only for e lec t r 
f i e ld s larger than 20 kv/cm or temperatures higher than 1.5°K. 2 ^ The 
decline of the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of negative ions at the f i r s t 
c r i t i c a l f i e l d is clear even for temperatures up to 1.5°K. 
25 
According to Cade, the ion is bound to a vortex ring with 
some potent ia l V ( r ) which depends only on the distance r between the 
ion and the vortex core. I f an e l e c t r i c f i e l d is present, the ion 
w i l l then be bound with some energy 
W = e V ( r ) - eEr. (10) 
Then the escape probabi l i ty w i l l have the form 
P r = P q exp(-W/kT) = P q e x p ( - ( e V - e E r ) / k T ) , ( l l ) 
where k i s the Boltzmann's constant. 
Persistence Current 
2 8 
Several years ago, Bruschi, Maraviglia and Mazzoldi (hereafter 
referred to as BMM) discovered that negative ions could pass through a 
f i e l d free region after they had passed through a region where the 
applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d was above E ^ (refers to Figure l ) . They named 
th is phenomenon the "persistence" of the d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the ion. 
In order to understand thei r discovery, they made a series o f measure­
ments on the average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of ions, second sound attenuation 
and the retarding potentials needed to stop the persistence currents. 
Their results indicated that the onset e l ec t r i c f i e l d for a decrease in 
18 
the amplitude of the second sound wave and the onset f i e l d of the 
persistence current both occured at the same f i e l d E c 2 ' Figure 8 shows 
BMM's result at a temperature of 0.9l6°K. Where v^ represents the 
average d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the ion, AA- is the decrease in the amplitude 
of the second sound wave (thermal wave) due to the ion beam, and I i s 
the persistence current. The persistence current increased l inea r ly 
with the applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d and was able to pass through a high 
retarding e l e c t r i c f i e l d . 
The two-f luid nature of superfluid l iqu id helium leads to a new 
type of wave propagation known as "second sound". ' Second sound 
is a temperature wave, in which the normal and superfluid components 
move out of phase in opposite d i rect ions . Since the superfluid component 
is colder than the normal component, an increase in the concentration 
of the superfluid component at a point lowers the temperature there, 
while a half wavelength away, an increase in the concentration of the 
normal component raises the temperature. 
BMM found a l inear dependence of the second sound attenuation upon 
the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . Theore t ica l ly , the second sound attenuation should 
be proportional to the length of the vortex core, which is 2TTR, where 
R i s the radius of the vortex r ing. Since the equilibrium radius of a 
vortex ring var ies exponentially with the e l e c t r i c f i e l d , a vortex 
ring model of persistence current should have an exponential dependence 
of the second sound attenuation upon the e l ec t r i c f i e l d . Thus BMM's 
l inear dependence is in clear contradiction with the predicted expon­
ent ia l dependence of a vortex ring model. Because they were unable to 
interpret the second sound attenuation in terms of a single vortex 
1 9 
0 1 2 3 
E (kv/cm) 
Figure 8 . BMM's Experimental Results at 0 . 9 1 6°K 
v,: Average Drift Velocity (Dashed line 
indicates the result of the second 
paper) 
AA: Second Sound Attenuation 
I; Persistence Current 
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ring model, they bel ieved the persistence current to be some kind of 
unknown hydrodynamic ent i ty bound to an ion. 
However, in a l a te r p a p e r , B r u s c h i and Santini claimed that 
persistence current was an ion bound to a vortex ring at high e l ec t r i c 
f i e l d s . They used a di f ferent technique to measure the average d r i f t 
v e l o c i t y of the ion and found that the minimum which appeared in the 
f i r s t paper was not r ea l . Instead, they found that the average d r i f t 
v e l o c i t y continued to decrease as the e l e c t r i c f i e l d increased as 
indicated by the dashed l ine in Figure 8. They claimed that the f i r s t 
measurement was incorrect and the minimum in the v e l o c i t y curve was 
not real because the f i r s t technique was not accurate when used to 
measure the v e l o c i t y of energetic pa r t i c l e s . 
The authors of the second paper did not discuss the second 
13 
sound attenuation. Padmore l a te r would explain that a vortex ring 
in high e l e c t r i c f i e lds did not have time to reach i t s equilibrium 
radius before being co l l ec ted . I ts maximum radius var ied l i nea r ly 
with the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . This would explain the l inear dependence of 
the second sound attenuation upon the e l ec t r i c f i e l d in BMM's f i r s t 
paper. 
13 lh 
Padmore ' has recently made a theore t ica l analysis of per­
sistence currents by assuming that persistence currents are ions 
trapped in vortex r ings . He assumed that the escape probabi l i ty of ions 
from vortex rings was very small after the vortex rings had entered 
the f i e l d free region. The crucial consideration was whether these 
ion-ring complexes had enough energy to cross the f i e l d free region 
and reach the c o l l e c t o r . Figures 9 and 10 are the theore t ica l 
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Figure 9# Persistence Characteristics of Positive 
Ions near 0.85 K. (After Padmore) 
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Figure 10. Persistence Characteristics of Negative 
Ions near 1.2 K. (After Padmore) 
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calculations made by Padmore. Figure 9 indicates pos i t ive persistence 
currents co l lec ted at three di f ferent distances X in the f i e l d free 
region at a temperature near 0 .85°K. Figure 10 represents similar 
results for negative ions at a temperature near 1 . 2 ° K . The persistence 
current begins to be measurable when the applied e l ec t r i c f i e l d is 
large enough to g ive the vortex ring enough energy to cross the f i e l d 
free region. Longer f i e l d free distances require larger accelerating 
e l ec t r i c f i e l d s . Ion escape probabi l i t i es were needed in Padmore's 
calculat ions. For pos i t ive ions, he used the escape data measured by 
25 
Cade. As for negative Ions, only ze ro - f i e l d escape data were a v a i l ­
able. I t was necessary for Padmore to extrapolate the ze ro - f i e l d 
27 
escape data measured by Dauglass to obtain high f i e l d escape pro­
b a b i l i t i e s for negative ions. I t is not certain that such extra­
polations produce accurate escape data for non-zero e l ec t r i c f i e l d s . 
The escape probabi l i ty affects the shape of the persistence current 
curve. The sharp edges at the beginnings of Padmore's negative 
persistence current curves are due to the small escape probabi l i t i es 
he used. Padmore's suggestion that persistence currents are ions 
trapped in vortex rings is a t t rac t ive for several reasons. The combined 
influences of temperature and e l e c t r i c f i e l d w i l l produce vortex rings 
large enough to be able to cross macroscopic f i e l d free distances. 
This would explain the existence of persistence currents. Also , large 
vortex rings would be able to produce second sound attenuation. I t 
was our intention to begin this research by making a series of range 
or s ize measurements and using Padmore's theory to determine the escape 
probabi l i t i e s for negative Ions. 
2k 
The farthest distance a vortex ring w i l l t r ave l In a f i e l d free 
region is defined as the "range" of the vortex r ing. A re la t ion between 
the range of a vortex ring and i t s s ize can be derived as fo l lows . In 
equations ( 5 ) , ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) , we have that the v e l o c i t y , energy and 
momentum of a vortex ring are 
v = ( H A T t r ) ( l n ( 8 r / a ) - i). (5) 
c = i p H 2 r ( l n ( 8 r / a ) - 7/k). ( 7 ) 
P = TTpMT 2. ( 8 ) 
In a f i e l d free region, the t o t a l force acting on the vortex ring w i l l 
be the f r i c t i ona l force only, which i s 
F = | £ = -
 a(ln ( 8 r / a ) - i). (12) 
From equations (8) and ( 1 2 ) , we have 
dp - 2rrpKrdr 
-2irpHrdr /N 0 N 
a(ln(fc/a) - i) • ( 1 3 ) 
Substituting equations (5 ) and ( 1 3 ) into the re la t ion dx = vd t , we 
find 
dx = (HAnr ) ( l n ( 8 r / a ) - i) ^ g g g . ^ 
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P cLr . (ik) dot 
Integrating equation (ik), we get a re la t ion between the s ize and the 
range of a vortex ring 
RQ » 2 ^ " ^ " ^ , ( 1 5 ) 
where R q i s the i n i t i a l radius of the vortex ring which is assumed 
la rge , and X q is the range of the vortex r ing. The energy of such a 
ring Is 
c = i
 P H 2 R o ( l n(8R o / a ) - l/h). (l6) 
Therefore measurement of the s ize of a vortex ring d i r e c t l y implies 
knowledge of i t s range and i t s energy. The s ize can be measured by 
placing a part icular s ize of g r id in the path of the ion beam. I f 
the vortex rings have a s ize smaller than the opening of the g r id as 
they reach the g r i d , some of them w i l l pass through the gr id and reach 
the c o l l e c t o r . I f the i r s ize is larger than the gr id opening as they 
reached the g r i d , they w i l l be stopped by the gr id and no current w i l l 
be measured by the c o l l e c t o r . Hence the s ize of a vortex ring can be 
measured by varying the s ize of the g r id . 
Contributions of This Research 
A series of investigations have been made during the course 
of this thesis project to examine the high e l e c t r i c f i e l d behavior of 
negative ions in superfluid helium. The contributions of this research 
- p K 
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to the study of superfluid helium are as fo l lows: 
1 . Theoretical calculations of the persistence current onset 
f i e lds using a vortex ring model have been compared with our experi­
mental resul ts . I t i s concluded that the persistence ion complex is 
not an electron trapped in a c i rcular , s ingly quantized vortex r ing. 
2. The s ize of the ion complex has been analyzed and is found 
to be about 35 microns, almost independent of e l ec t r i c f i e l d and temper 
ature. 
3. The creation of the persistence ion complex has been studied 
I t has been concluded that creation can take place while the ion is in 
the vortex ring s ta te . 
k. The behavior of the persistence ion complex in very high 
e l e c t r i c f i e lds has been observed. I t has been discovered that the 
persistence ion complex breaks up at su f f i c i en t ly high e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . 
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CHAPTER I I 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
Cryogenic Apparatus 
The cryogenic apparatus consists of a four-inch inner diameter 
S I 
helium dewar surrounded by a nitrogen dewar. The helium dewar is 
mounted on an apparatus f lange. A Kinney Vacuum KT150 Triplex Pump 
with a 152 f t /min free a i r displacement is connected to the f lange. 
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Pumping speed is control led by a diaphragm va lve . The vapor pressure 
of the l iqu id helium which indicates the temperature of the cryostat 
i s measured by a manometer. The manometer is connected to the cryostat 
by a quarter-inch inner diameter stainless s tee l tubing extended below 
the helium l e v e l . A 0.1-inch diameter constr ict ion is made near the 
bottom of the tubing to avoid a helium gas resonance. At the ear ly 
stage of this experiment a short tubing which was exposed to the helium 
vapor far above the l iqu id helium surface was used. No s ignif icant 
difference was observed between these measurements and those with a 
long tubing. 
Various e l e c t r i c a l leads were brought out of the cryostat through 
a spec ia l ly designed feed-through, as shown in Figure 11. This feed-
through was made through the following procedures: A brass hollow tube 
33 
was f i l l e d with Stycast 2850 GT Epoxy, through which bare wires 
were introduced. E lec t r i ca l leads were protected with te f lon tubing 
at the two epoxy surfaces to prevent possible e l e c t r i c a l discharge 
28 
Electrical Leads 
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Figure 11. Vacuum Tight Electrical Feed-Through 
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through a i r or hilium vapor. Two luc i te washers were placed at both 
ends of the brass tube to prevent the epoxy from flowing out and also 
to hold the wires s t ra ight . The advantages of this feed-through are 
3^ 
the vacuum-tightness and the good insulating properties of the Stycast 
Epoxy. Voltages of up to 8,000 vo l t s have been successfully applied to 
i t without a breakdown. A l l the high vol tage leads inside the helium 
dewar were insulated with t e f lon tubing. 
Sample Holder 
The sample holder was made of brass and insulated with t e f lon . 
Three 0 .375- inch diameter brass posts covered with 0 .125- inch thick 
t e f lon hollow cylinders were bolted on a 2 .5- inch diameter brass p la te . 
These three posts were equally separated and a 1.20-inch diameter 
circular clearance was l e f t at the center of the brass p la te . Figure 
1 2 shows the detai led experimental arrangement which consists of a 
source and a co l l ec to r separated by grids and spacers. The radioactive 
source (Americium-2Ul, 19(JL C i ) was mounted at the center of an 1 . 2 0 -
inch diameter c i rcular nickel p la te . The co l l ec to r was connected to a 
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vibrat ing reed electrometer by a coaxial cable consisting of thin 
wall stainless s t ee l tubing and a stainless s tee l wire insulated with 
t e f lon tubing. Nickel grids were spot welded between two phosphor 
bronze plates which were 0.010-inch thick and 1.20-inch in diameter. 
The diameter of the exposed gr id was 0 . 1 2 5 inch. The gr id and plates 
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were then gold plated with Atomex Immersion Gold Solution. Circular 
t e f lon spacers of various thickness were placed between each pair of 
source, grids and co l l ec to r to keep them pa ra l l e l and insulated from 
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each other. Three grooves were made on each spacer to provide room 
for e l e c t r i c a l leads and admit l iqu id helium to the gr id space. 
Because a l l the g r ids , spacers, co l l ec to r and source were made of the 
same diameter and the three r i g i d posts of the sample holder made a 
uniform circular clearance at the center, i t was very easy to l ine up 
the source and the grids at the center. Samples touched the posts only 
at three points and the t e f lon surfaces of the posts had low f r i c t i o n , 
hence samples could be changed eas i ly from time to time. 
Figure 1 3 is a diagram of the e l ec t r i c system for the ion measure­
ments in this research. A 400-volt battery system is applied to a f i v e -
mil l imeter space between the source and the f i r s t g r id . This constant 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d is used to i n i t i a t e the ion current. An accelerating 
power supply which can be regulated up to 8,000 vo l t s is used across 
a 6-mm space between the f i r s t and the second gr id . Vortex rings and 
persistence currents are created in this high e l e c t r i c f i e l d region. 
up to 4,000 vo l t s is connected between the second gr id and the co l l ec to r . 
(Actually i t is connected between the gr id and ground, the input of the 
electrometer is held near grounded, the potent ia l drop across the 
-k ho \ 
electrometer is less than 10 v o l t . The electrometer can measure 
Temperature Measurements 
Since temperature plays an important ro le in superfluid helium 
experiments, i t i s essential to choose an accurate and sensi t ive method 
E lec t r i ca l System 
which has available high vol tage 
current between 10 . - 1 7 ampere and 10 ampere. 
S 6 C 
Electrometer 
Accelerating 
Power Supply 
Current Control 
Power Supply 
Figure 1 3 . Electrical System for Ion Measurement 
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to measure the temperature. The thermometer we used in this experiment 
is a helium vapor pressure thermometer. The vapor pressure of a 
substance decreases as the temperature f a l l s and so this pressure may 
be used as a measure of temperature. Vapor pressure thermometers do 
not usually need cal ibrat ion because the vapor pressures of condensed 
gases used in low temperature work have been accurately measured and 
the values tabulated as function of temperature. A He vapor pressure 
thermometer i s among the most frequently used methods in low temperature 
experiments. Figure lh shows the arrangement which we used in this 
experiment. The long stainless s tee l tube, which extends below the 
l iqu id helium l e v e l , i s designed to reduce the error arising from any 
drop in pressure that may result from the flow of gas when the l iqu id 
is being pumped. The constricted part near the end of the long tube 
was made to avoid a helium gas reaonance. The range over which a 
vapor pressure thermometer may be used extends from the noraml boi l ing 
point of the l i qu id to the temperature at which the vapor pressure 
becomes immeasurably small. A U-shape mercury manometer may be read 
by eye to an accuracy of about ± 0 .2 mm, which means that temperatures 
can be measured down to 1 . 7 ° K with an accuracy of one percent. For 
lower temperatures, a simple U-shape tube f i l l e d with a l igh t o i l may 
be used to determine lower vapor pressures. Butyl phthalate is a 
suitable f lu id for this application. I t s vapor pressure at room 
temperature is less than 1 0 mm of Hg and i t s density (l.0*+ gm/cm ) 
is about 1 3 times less than that of mercury, so that pressures 1 3 
1+1 1+2 
times lower can be measured to the same percentage accuracy. 5 
At temperature around 1 . 2 ° K , the accuracy is about one-hundredth of 
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degree. Vapor pressures are converted into temperatures with 
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tandard tab le . 
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CHAPTER I I I 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Four factors can be varied in the measurements of this experi­
ment, the temperature, the applied e l e c t r i c f i e l d , the gr id s i z e , and 
the distances between each pair of source, grids and co l l ec to r . 
Temperature can be controlled by the v a l v e , and the e l e c t r i c f i e l d 
can be varied eas i ly outside the cryostat . However, the other two 
factors can only be changed inside the helium dewar. Nothing can be 
changed inside the cryostat af ter i t has been cooled down. Therefore 
only one gr id s ize and certain distances between samples are involved 
in the measurements of each run. 
Vortex Ring and Persistence Current 
Persistence current has been claimed to be an ion trapped in a 
10 13 ik 
vortex ring by both experimental and theore t ica l physic is ts . 
The dynamical and f r i c t i ona l properties of vortex rings are w e l l 
established. Given the temperature T, the accelerating e l e c t r i c f i e l d 
E, and the accelerating distance S, the range of the resulting vortex 
ring can be calculated as fo l lows . The dynamic behavior of a vortex 
ring can be represented by 
In equations ( 5 ) , (8), (9) and (15) 9 the v e l o c i t y , momentum, applied 
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forces and range of a vortex ring are 
v = (n/W)(ln(8r/a) - i) = (K/W)ln(r/s) ( 5 ) 
p = n p H r 2 (8) 
F = eE - cv(ln(8r/a) - ±) = eE -aln(r/§) (9) 
R Q « 2 C V P" 1H" 2X O ( 1 5 ) 
Substituting equations (8) and (9 ) into equation ( 1 7 ) , we obtain 
2rrpKr || = eE -
 aln(r/5) 
t h e n d t
 = eE2-^lnIr/5) ( l 8 ) 
Using the relation dS = vdt with the velocity given by equation ( 5 ) , 
we get 
dS = ?PH 2m(r/g)dr
 ( } 
eE - cy ln(r/§) 
Padmore integrated equation ( 1 9 ) and obtained 
S(r) = jH2pCv-1(5(eE/cy)eeE/cy(E1(F/cy)-E1(eE/cy))-r+?) (20) 
Where is the exponential integral 
E1(x) = j exp(-xy) dy_ 
1 y 
and the initial condition is r = % at t = 0. After having been 
accelerated in an electric field E through a distance S, a vortex ring 
enters a field free region with a radius R , which is related to E and 
o? 
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S by 
S ( R q ) = |K 2p Cv" 1(5(eE/ Cv)(E 1 (F/ Cv)-E 1 (eE/a))exp(eE/cv)-R o+5) ( 2 1 ) 
Rearranging equation ( 2 1 ) , the radius R q can be expressed in terms of 
the accelerating e l e c t r i c f i e l d E and the accelerating distance S. 
Since the range of a vortex ring and i t s radius are re la ted by equation 
( 1 5 ) , i t s range can be calculated when the temperature, the accelerating 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d , and the accelerating distance are known. 
BMM never quoted the temperature, the e l e c t r i c f i e l d and the 
f i e l d free distance together, so their results can not be used to tes t 
the vortex ring model of persistence current. We started our experi­
ment by test ing persistence currents for the presence of vortex r ings . 
Our regular measurements used a 6-mm accelerating distance and a 3-ram 
f i e l d free (small retarding po ten t i a l ) region. When we began to sus­
pect that persistence current might not be due to vortex r ings , the 
f i e l d free region was increased to 6-mm (at one temperature, 1 . 1 3 ° K , 
a distance of 12-mm was used) in order to make a de f in i t i ve tes t for 
vortex r ings . The onset potentials of persistence current at various 
temperatures were determined. Figure 15 shows an example of our data 
obtained with a 232-u. g r id at a temperature of 1 . 1 3 ° K . The onset 
e l e c t r i c potent ia l for persistence current i s 2 ,600 vo l t s at this 
temperature. With the onset e l e c t r i c potent ia l known, we are in a 
posi t ion to compare this experimental result with the onset potent ia l 
of a vortex ring current which can be calculated from the known dynami­
cal properties of vortex r ings . 
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Range 
Our experimental measurements indicated that persistence currents 
were able to cross a 12-mm f i e l d free region at a temperature of 1 . 1 3 ° K , 
hence our measured persistence current has a range with a lower l imi t 
of 12-mm as shown by the horizontal l i ne in Figure l 6 . The curved l ine 
in Figure 1 6 represents the range of a vortex ring and the v e r t i c a l 
dashed l ine indicates the onset potent ia l of our measured persistence 
current at this temperature. At the onset potent ia l our measured 
persistence current has a range of at least 12-mm, while a vortex ring 
has a range of 0.01-mm, a difference of three orders of magnitude. At 
point P, the vortex ring has a range equal to 12-mm, but i t would 
require an onset potent ia l of lU,400 vo l t s for the vortex ring to have 
this range according to our calculat ions. 
Energy 
I t has been pointed out in Chapter I that the s i z e , range, and 
energy of vortex rings are re la ted to each other. Let us now compare 
our measured persistence currents with vortex rings from an energy 
point of view. Figure 1 7 indicates the relat ions between the s ignif icant 
energies and the applied e l ec t r i c potent ia l at 1 . 1 3 ° K . The curved l ine 
represents the calculated energy of a vortex ring at each applied 
e l e c t r i c po ten t ia l , the horizontal straight l ine is the energy 
necessary for a vortex ring to corss a 12-mm f i e l d free region, the 
inclined straight l i ne indicates the maximum energy available to a vortex 
ring from the e l e c t r i c f i e l d , and the v e r t i c a l dashed l ine is the onset 
potent ia l of our measured persistence current. At the onset po ten t ia l , 
the energy avai lable to a vortex ring from the e l e c t r i c f i e l d is only 
t 1 1 1 1 r 
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Figure 16. Range Comparison between Persistence 
Ion Complex and Vortex Ring at 1 . 1 3 K 
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Figure 17. Energy Comparison between Persistence 
Ion Complex and Vortex Ring at 1 . 1 3 K 
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2.6 keV, but the energy required for a vortex ring to cross a 12-mm 
f i e l d free region is 9-0 keV which is more than three times la rger . 
Furthermore, the energy of a vortex ring at this onset potent ial is 
only 0.001 keV, four orders of magnitude less than the energy necessary 
for the vortex ring to cross the 12-mm space. At point P, a vortex 
ring has an energy equal to the energy necessary for a vortex ring to 
cross a 12-mm f i e l d free region at this temperature. As pointed out 
e a r l i e r , an onset potent ia l of 14,400 vol t s is needed to supply such a 
large energy to the vortex r ing. 
Radius 
Our las t e f fo r t i s to compare our measured persistence currents 
with vortex rings from a s ize point of view. In Figure 1 8 , the radius 
of a vortex ring i s p lot ted against the applied e l e c t r i c potent ia l . 
The results for our measured persistence current are also indicated 
in the graph. The curved l ine indicates the radius of a vortex ring 
at each applied e l e c t r i c potent ia l , the horizontal straight l ine is 
the radius necessary for a vortex ring to cross a 12-mm f i e l d free 
region, and the v e r t i c a l dashed l ine indicates the onset potent ia l 
of our measured persistence current. At the onset potent ia l , a vortex 
ring would need a minimum radius of 135 microns to cross a 12-mm f i e l d 
free region. The radius of our measured persistence current, indicated 
by small crosses in the graph, i s only about 1 8 microns which was 
small enough to pass through a 62-micron gr id in our measurements. 
(Size measurement of our persistence current w i l l be discussed in 
the next s e c t i o n . ) The actual radius of vortex ring at this onset 
potent ia l is only 0.03 micron, a difference of three orders of magnitude 
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Figure 1 8 . Radii of Vortex Ring and Persistence 
Ion Complex at 1.13 K 
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from the radius of our measured persistence current. At point P, the 
radius of a vortex ring is equal to the vortex ring radius necessary 
to corss a 12-mm f i e l d free region. This vortex ring radius is more 
than seven times larger than the radius of our measured persistence 
current. 
Similar comparisons in range, energy and radius between vortex 
rings and our measured persistence ion complexes with a 6-mm f i e l d 
free region at temperatures of 1 . 1 7 ° K , 1 . 2 1 ° K and 1.24°K are l i s t e d 
in Table 1 . 
In Figure 19? the calculated onset potent ia l of vortex rings 
and the observed onset potent ia l of persistence current are p lot ted 
against temperature. I t i s obvious that vortex rings need potentials 
much larger than the persistence onset potent ia l to cross a 6-mm or a 
12-mm f i e l d free region. No ion escapes were considered in the ca l ­
culation of vortex ring onset potent ia ls . This means that these are 
the maximum values of range, energy and radius of a vortex ring under 
each circumstance. Escapes w i l l reduce these values and even larger 
onset potentials w i l l be required for vortex rings to cross the f i e l d 
free region. 
A l l of the above discussion indicates that i t is very unl ikely 
that persistence current is due to vortex r ings . 
Most of our measurements were made with small retarding potent ia ls . 
However, we did v e r i f y BMM's result that persistence currents can pass 
through large retarding potent ia ls . A retarding potent ia l up to 4,000 
vo l t s was applied and persistence currents were s t i l l observed. I f 
persistence current i s due to vortex r ings , this implies the presence 
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Table 1 . Comparisons Between Vortex Ring and Persistence 
Ion Complex 
Temperature 
1 . 1 7 ° K 1 . 2 1 ° K 1.2l+°K 
Experimental Onset Potent ial V 
for Persistence Ion Complex 
( K i l o v o l t ) 
3 . 6 5 k.Qo 5 . 9 0 
Range of Vortex Ring at V 
(Mi l l imete r ) 
0.001+1 0.001+5 0.0050 
Range of Persistence Ion Complex 
at V q (Mi l l imeter ) 
^ 6 . 0 ^ 6 . 0 ^ 6 . 0 
Onset Potent ia l Required for 
Vortex Ring to Cross 6-mm Fie ld 
Free Region 
( K i l o v o l t ) 
1 2 . 3 1 6 . 0 1 9 . 2 
Energy Required for Vortex Ring 
to Cross 6-mm Fie ld Free Region 
(KeV) 
5 . 6 7 . 2 8 . 9 
Energy Avai lab le at V 
(KeV) ° 
3 . 6 h.8 5 . 6 
Vortex Ring Energy at V 
(KeV) ° 
0.02 0.03 o.oh 
Radius Required for Vortex Ring 
to Cross 6-mm Fie ld Free Region 
(Micron) 
88 1 1 3 1 3 5 
Radius of Vortex Ring at V 
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Figure 19. Onset Potentials for Vortex Rings 
and Persistence Currents at 
Various Temperatures 
of vortex rings with energies of 4 , 0 0 0 eV. The diameter of a vortex 
ring with an energy of 4 , 0 0 0 eV is 1 3 0 microns. We have observed that 
persistence currents are able to pass through grids with 62 -p , openings. 
Size Measurements 
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Gamota and Sanders 5 measured the s ize of vortex rings by 
varying the s ize of g r ids . Similar techniques were used in this 
laboratory to measure the s ize of the persistence ion complex. Two 
grids were placed between a source and a co l l ec to r . The f i r s t gr id 
opening was kept constant at 2 9 3 microns, which is large enough so 
even a large vortex ring can pass through eas i ly . The second gr id 
opening was varied through 2 2 . 5 , 6 2 . 5 , 1 0 9 and 2 3 2 microns. The poten­
t i a l between the radioactive source and the f i r s t gr id was kept at a 
constant value of 400 v o l t s . The potent ia l between the f i r s t and the 
second grids could be varied from 5 0 0 vo l t s to 8 , 0 0 0 vo l t s which was 
the l imi t of our power supply. This was the region where the per­
sistence ion complex was created and accelerated. For s ize measure­
ments, a 5 - v o l t retarding potent ia l was applied across the second g r id 
and the c o l l e c t o r . Af ter a persistence Ion complex has been created, 
i t w i l l gain energy while i t t ravels through the accelerating region 
between the f i r s t and the second gr ids . I f the persistence ion complex 
has a s ize larger than the second gr id opening as i t reaches the second 
g r i d , i t w i l l break up and the bare ion w i l l be co l lec ted by the gr id 
since the bare ion is unable to overcome the retarding f i e l d . No 
current w i l l be co l lec ted by the c o l l e c t o r . On the other hand, I f the 
s ize of the persistence ion complex is smaller than the gr id opening 
1+9 
as i t reaches the second g r id , those which hi t the gr id wire w i l l break 
up and be co l l ec ted by the g r id , but some of them w i l l pass through 
the gr id and reach the c o l l e c t o r . The amount of current reaching the 
co l l ec to r depends on the s ize of the persistence ion complex and the 
transmission of the g r id . Figure 20 represents the results of the s ize 
measurements at 1 . 1 7°K. No current was co l lec ted for the 2 2 . 5 - ^ g r id , 
and a small amount of current was co l lec ted for the 62 .5- | i g r id . These 
results indicate that the s ize of the persistence ion complex l i e s 
somewhere between 22 .5 and 62.5 microns. 
More deta i led analysis is necessary to determine the precise 
s ize of the persistence ion complex. Assuming that the interaction 
between the persistence Ion complex and the g r id is purely geometric, 
we l e t the s ize of the gr id opening be L and the diameter of the per­
sistence ion complex be D, as shown in Figure 2 1 . Then each open 
2 
area on the g r id w i l l be L , but the area available to the ion complex 
2 
for which the ion does not hi t a g r id wire is only (L-D) . The amount 
of current passing through the gr id w i l l be proportional to the ra t io 
2 2 
(L-D) / L , to the transmission of the g r id T, and to the incident 
current I . That is 
o 
I = I Q T ( ( L - D ) / L ) 2 (22) 
The incident current I can be cancelled out in the analysis by taking 
o 
the r a t io of two currents. The transmission of a gr id is the r a t io of 
2 2 
the opened area to the t o t a l area of the g r i d , that i s , T = L /S . L 
and S were measured by using photomicrographs. The measured sizes and 
transmissions of several kinds of grids are l i s t e d in Table 2 . 
5 0 
Source Accelerating Retarding 
Voltage Voltage Voltage 
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Figure 2 0 . Collected Current vs Accelerating 
Potential at 1 . 1 7°K for Different 
Nominal Grid Sizes 
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Table 2 . Transmissions of Grids 
Nominal 
Grid Size 
(Microns) 
Measured 
Grid S ize , S 
(Microns) 
Measured 
Grid Opening, L 
(Microns) 
Measured 
Transmission 
L 2 / S 2 
2 9 3 3 2 5 2 9 0 0 . 8 0 0 
2 3 2 2 5 9 2 3 1 0 . 8 0 5 
1 0 9 1 2 6 1 1 0 0.76k 
6 2 . 5 7 7 . 0 6 1 . 5 0.6k2 
2 2 . 5 3 3 . 6 2 2 . 2 0 . 4 3 7 
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The application of equation (22) w i l l be discussed as fo l lows : 
1. Size of the Persistence Ion Complex. At each accelerating 
po ten t ia l , a best f i t t i n g value of the ion complex diameter can be 
determined by varying the value of the persistence ion complex diameter 
unt i l minimum deviations between calculated and measured currents are 
obtained. Starting with equation (22), the ra t io of the currents 
passing through two di f ferent kinds of grids at the same temperature 
and accelerating potent ia l is 
I T ( ( L -D) /L ) 
2 - 2 — 2 2
 ( 2 3 ) 
T l T ^ ( ( L ^ - D ) / L ^ ) 
I f I is known, then 1^ can be calculated for a part icular choice of 
D by 
,2 T ( (L -D)/LY 
I = - § § 2
 m 
T ((L^-D)/^)' 
An example of the deta i led procedures in finding the best f i t t i n g 
value of the persistence ion complex diameter is i l lus t ra ted in 
Appendix I . The best f i t t i n g values of the persistence ion complex 
diameter are p lot ted against the accelerating e l ec t r i c potent ia l in 
Figure 22. The results indicate that the e f f e c t i v e s ize of the per­
sistence ion complex is s l i g h t l y decreasing with the accelerating 
potent ia l and almost independent of the temperature. 
2. F i t t ing Experimental Results. The best f i t t i n g curves for 
three di f ferent s izes of grids at 1.13°K are shown in Figure 23. The 
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Figure 22. Best Fitting Values of Persistence 
Ion Complex Diameter at Three 
Different Temperatures 
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Accelerating Potential (kv) 
Figure 2 3 . Best Fitting Curves for Persistence 
Current Measurements at 1 . 1 3 K for 
Different Nominal Grid Sizes 
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current through the 232- | i g r id is taken as the standard current I . 
The onset potentials are s l i g h t l y di f ferent because temperatures were 
not quite the same as the measurements were taken on di f ferent days. 
Corrections have been made as we f i t t e d the best value for the s ize o f 
the persistence ion complex by shift ing the curves to the same onset 
potent ia l and then back to the i r o r ig ina l positions after the f i t t i n g 
had been made. Detailed f i t t i n g procedures are discussed in Appendix 
I I . Dashed l ines in Figure 23 represent the f i t t i n g results while the 
so l id l ines are the experimental resul ts . F i t ted and experimental 
results are both zero for the 2 2 . 5 - | i g r id . Figures 2k and 25 are 
similar results at temperatures of 1 . 1 7 ° K and 1 . 2 1 ° K . In the present 
analysis , only one parameter, the diameter of the persistence ion 
complex, is involved. The f i t is f a i r l y good although not per fec t . 
Assuming that the interaction between persistence ion complexes and 
grids is not pe r f ec t ly geometric, or assuming that more than one ion 
s ize is involved would introduce more parameters and allow a better 
f i t . Our data are not suff ic ient to uniquely determine more than one 
parameter. 
- 1 3 
Noise in the measurements was about 1 x 1 0 ampere for large 
- 1 1 - 1 3 
currents ( ~ 1 0 ampere) and reduced to 0.3 x 1 0 ampere for small 
-13 
currents ( ~ 1 0 ampere ) . 
Temperature Dependence of Onset Potentials 
The onset potent ia l for the persistence ion complex is temper­
ature dependent. Higher temperature requires larger accelerating 
e l e c t r i c potent ia l to start persistence currents. Figure 26 shows the 
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Accelerating Potential (kv) 
Figure Zl\» Best Fitting Curves for Persistence 
Current Measurements at 1.17 K 
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Accelerating Potential (kv) 
Figure 25• Best Fitting Curves for Persistence 
Current Measurements at 1.21 K 
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Figure 26. Persistence Currents for 232-M Grid 
at Various Temperatures 
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onset potentials for a 2 3 2 - ^ gr id at four di f ferent temperatures. In 
Figure 2 7 , the temperature dependent onset f i e l d of the persistence 
current is p lot ted against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature 
on a logarithmic scale . Circles represent BMM's resul ts , while the four 
stars indicate the onset f i e l d of our persistence Ion complex at the 
temperatures of 1 . 1 3 ° K , 1 . 1 7 ° K , 1 . 2 1 ° K and 1.2k°K. The onset f i e l d 
of our persistence ion complex is in good agreement with BMM's onset 
f i e l d of second sound attenuation. 
Even F ie ld Measurements. 
A second kind of measurement intended to monitor the t o t a l 
current was made by applying; a co l lec t ing e l ec t r i c potent ia l between 
the second gr id and the c o l l e c t o r . The e l ec t r i c f i e l d there was 
arranged to be equal to the e l e c t r i c f i e l d between the f i r s t and the 
second gr ids . Thus, the e l ec t r i c f i e l d was uniform a l l the way from 
the f i r s t gr id to the co l l ec to r . The second gr id served only as a 
barr ier , i t had no e f fec t on the acceleration of the persistence ions. 
Figure 28 shows these "even f i e l d " measurements for various sizes of 
grids at the temperature of 1 . 1 3 ° K , while Figure 29 indicates similar 
results for the 232-u- g r id at four dif ferent temperatures. Each even 
f i e l d curve has a sharp discontinuity in slope at the persistence onset 
potent ia l . The discontinuity is clear even for the 22.5-u- g r i d , 
although no current was co l lec ted for the 22.5 - \ i g r id in the s ize 
measurements. (See Figure 2 0 ) . These two measurements indicate that 
the persistence ion complex reaches the second gr id but i s unable to 
pass through the gr id without losing i t s persistence property when i t s 

Figure 2 8 . Even Field Currents for Different 
Sized Grids at 1 . 1 3 K 
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Figure 2 9 . Even Field Currents for 2 3 2 - m Grid 
at Various Temperatures 
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s ize is larger than the g r id opening. The ion complex breaks up as 
i t hi ts the gr id wi re . After breaking up, the bare ion is attracted 
to the co l l ec to r by the a t t rac t ive f i e l d in the even f i e l d measure­
ments, but i t can not overcome the retarding potent ia l in the s ize 
measurements. The difference in magnitude of the curves in Figure 28 
is pr imari ly due to differences in transmissions of the various gr ids . 
There are two possible reasons for the discontinuity at the 
onset potent ia l . One is that the ion beam may become more collimated 
causing more ions to reach the g r i d . The other p o s s i b i l i t y i s that a 
larger proportion of the ion may pass through the g r id . In order to 
distinguish between these two p o s s i b i l i t i e s , we f i r s t examined how 
we l l the ion beam was collimated as I t reached the g r i d . The current 
passing through the 0 .125- inch diameter exposed area of the g r id and 
the current stopped by the phosphor bronze plate which the gr id was 
welded on were measured separately. The results indicated that 99-5 
percent of the ion passed through the 0 .125- inch diameter exposed area 
of the g r i d . This fact ruled out the p o s s i b i l i t y that the discontinuity 
was due to an ion beam spreading e f f e c t . We then examine the possibi ­
l i t y that more of the ions passed through the gr id when the accelerating 
potent ia l was larger than the onset po ten t ia l . In order to measure the 
amount of current reaching the 0 .125- inch diameter exposed area, the 
second gr id was replaced by a plate with a 0 .125- inch diameter hole 
at the center (no gr id mesh on i t ) . The measured results showed a 
smooth curve a l l the way from low potent ia l to high potent ia l as 
indicated by Curve (A) of Figure 3 0 , no discontinuity in slope was 
found at the onset po ten t ia l . Curve (B) represents the even f i e l d 
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Figure 3 0 . Transmissibility of 293-f* Grid 
at 1.17 K 
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measurements for a 2 9 3 - | i g r id at the same temperature (1.17 K ) . At 
each potent ia l , the ra t io of the amount of current passing through 
the g r id to the amount of current reaching the gr id (the amount of 
current passing through the hole) i s p lot ted as Curve ( C ) . We named 
this ra t io the "transmissibi l i ty" of that g r id . The t ransmiss ib i l i t ies 
of a 293-p< gr id at four di f ferent temperatures are p lot ted in Figure 
3 1 . The results indicate that the t ransmiss ibi l i ty is almost f i e l d 
and temperature independent before the persistence ion complex is 
created, a larger proportion of current passes through the gr id above 
the onset po ten t ia l , and the current reaches a l imi t at high e l ec t r i c 
potent ia l s . 
Very High F ie ld Behavior 
The high e l e c t r i c potent ia l that can be used to accelerate the 
ions i s l imi ted to 8 , 0 0 0 vo l t s by our power supply. In order to Inves t i ­
gate the behavior of the persistence ion complex at very high e l ec t r i c 
f i e l d s , we reduced the distance between the two grids from 6-mm to 3-mm 
and the distance between the second gr id and the co l l ec to r from 3-mm to 
1.5-mm. Persistence current and even f i e l d measurements were made with 
this new arrangement. In the persistence measurements, a 5 - v o l t retard­
ing potent ia l was applied across the 1.5-mm space between the second 
gr id and the c o l l e c t o r . I t was found that persistence currents vanished 
at su f f i c i en t ly high e l e c t r i c potent ia ls , as indicated in Figure 3 2 . 
Similar current reductions were observed in the even f i e l d measurements, 
as shown in Figure 3 3 - The second gr id used in these measurements 
was 2 9 3 microns, hence the reduction of the current was not a g r id 
h 1 . 0 
- 0 . 9 
* 1.24°K 
h 0 . 4 
J 1 3 I J 1 L 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Accelerating Potential (kv) 
Figure 3 1 . Transmissibility of 2 9 3 - ^ Grid at 
Various Temperatures 
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s ize e f f e c t . I t could be due to the escape of Ions from the dydrodynamic 
persistence Ion complexes. The energy of the escaped ions "would be 
too small to allow them to overcome the retarding potent ia l and reach 
the co l l ec to r . I t is we l l known that pos i t ive ions escape from vortex 
11 25 
rings at high e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . ' I f the persistence ion complex is 
some kind of complex involving vortex cores (as seems l i k e l y ) , our 
results would be the f i r s t observations that negative ions escape from 
vortex cores at very high e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . 
Persistence Creation Conditions 
In the previous measurements, the e l e c t r i c potent ia l between 
the source and the f i r s t gr id was kept at hOO vo l t s which was smaller 
than the c r i t i c a l potent ia l necessary to create a vortex r ing. This 
means that the ions were s t i l l in the bare ion state as they passed 
through the f i r s t g r id . They were then accelerated from the f i r s t 
gr id to the second g r id . The persistence ion complex is created In 
this accelerating region. I t is not clear whether the ions transform 
d i r ec t l y into persistence ion complexes or whether they f i r s t form 
vortex rings and then transform into persistence ion complexes. The 
following experiment has been done to examine this problem. 
An e l e c t r i c potent ia l which is large enough to create vortex 
rings but too small to create persistence complexes was applied between 
the source and the f i r s t g r i d . This means that ions were in the vortex 
ring state as they passed through the f i r s t g r id . The result of this 
experiment is that persistence ion complexes began to be observed at 
the same potent ia l as in our other measurements. This proves that 
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the persistence ion complex can be created from an ion in a vortex 
r ing. I t does not rule out the p o s s i b i l i t y that the persistence ion 
complex could also be created from a bare ion. 
Experimental Defect Analyses 
I t i s always possible that the measured results consist o f some 
experimental defec ts . The following measurements have been made to 
clear up these p o s s i b i l i t i e s . 
1 . Various potentials have been applied between the source 
and the f i r s t g r i d . The resul ts , indicated in Figure 34, show only a 
change in magnitude in the co l lec ted currents. The shape of the curves 
are similar and the onset potentials f a l l at the same potent ia l . This 
indicates that the magnitude of the col lec ted current i s control led 
by the source po ten t ia l . This proves that the measured currents 
or iginate at the radioactive source. 
2. The fact that the co l lec ted current can be stopped by 
reducing the gr id s ize proves that the co l lec ted currents pass through 
the grids not through other conducting objects . 
3. In order to be sure that the large accelerating e l e c t r i c 
f i e l d did not reach the co l l e c to r , an additional gr id was used to 
shield the c o l l e c t o r . The second and the third grids were shorted 
together and separated by a distance of 6-mm, so that the persistence 
ion complex had to cross a 6-mm f i e l d free region after i t had been 
accelerated and before i t entered the small retarding f i e l d region. 
Persistence currents were s t i l l observed. 
k. Measurements were also made by reversing a l l of the potent ia l s . 
100 h 
2 4 6 
Accelerating Potential (kv) 
A: 400-volt Source Potential 
B: 210-volt Source Potential 
C: 110-volt Source Potential 
D: 34-volt Source Potential 
Figure 34. Even-Field Measurements for Different Source Potential 
at 1.13 K 
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The fact that no current was col lec ted indicated that the large 
potent ia l did not produce any false e f f e c t s . 
The above examinations seem to indicate that the measured ion 
currents or iginate at the radioactive source and pass through the 
l iqu id helium and grids to reach the co l l ec to r . In addition to these 
examinations, we have compared our measurements with BMM's resul ts . 
I t seems unl ikely that experimental defects were involved in our 
observations. 
lh 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Comparison Between the Persistence Ion Complex 
and the Fast Ion 
r hi 
In 19c>9> Doake and Gribbon reported evidence of finding a new 
state of the negative ion in l iqu id helium. They named this kind of 
ion the "fast ion". Their discovery was la te r ( 1 9 7 1 ) confirmed by 
hd 
Ihas and Sanders. Our persistence ion complex and Doake and Gribbon's 
fast ion have several things in common. ( l ) The nature of both are 
unknown. (2) They both are re la ted to vortex r ings . (3) Doake and 
Gribbon observed the fast ions at the same temperatures as BMM had 
observed the persistence currents. Both had current increase at com­
parable e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . (h) Both had s ize e f f ec t s . Therefore i t is 
natural to connect the fast ion and our persistence ion complex 
together. However, af ter more extensive comparison between them, 
several discrepancies have been found. Detailed discussions are pre­
sented as fo l lows : 
1 . Authors of both papers have reported that the fast ion 
v e l o c i t y had a l inear dependence on the e l e c t r i c f i e l d at low f i e lds 
and reached a l imi t ing value at high f i e l d s . They also found that 
the v e l o c i t y of the fast ion only depended on the f i e l d at which i t 
was measured and not on the f i e l d at which i t was created. This fact 
indicates that the fast ion is in equilibrium with the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . 
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As for the persistence ion complex, the fact that i t has non-zero 
v e l o c i t y in zero f i e l d or retarding f i e l d regions indicates that the 
persistence ion complex Is not in equilibrium with the e l ec t r i c f i e l d . 
2. Doake and Gribbon observed that the fast ion was created at 
the c r i t i c a l f i e l d necessary to create vortex r ings , that i s , at E ^ 
of Figure 1. On the other hand, the persistence ion complex is created 
at a f i e l d near E „ which is higher than E . 
cd c l 
3. Doake and Gribbon measured the d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the fast 
h9 
ion by using the Cunsolo method. This method is accurate only for 
measuring low energy ions."*"^ Ihas and Sanders used a t ime-of - f l igh t 
method, which is accurate for ions of a l l energies, to measure the 
d r i f t v e l o c i t y of the fast ion and they obtained the same results as 
Doake and Gribbon. From these two fac ts , i t can be concluded that 
the fast ion is a kind of low energy p a r t i c l e . As for the persistence 
ion complex, our observations show that i t is very energetic from i t s 
a b i l i t y to overcome a large retarding poten t ia l . Since there is some 
d i f f i c u l t y in transferring charge from the persistence ion complex 
to the co l l ec to r i f the retarding f i e l d at the co l lec tor is too la rge , 
a th i rd gr id has been placed between the second gr id and the co l l ec to r . 
A small co l l ec t ing potent ia l was applied across the 3-mm distance 
between the third g r id and the co l l ec to r while a large retarding 
potent ia l was applied across the 3-mm distance between the second and 
the thi rd g r ids . With this arrangement, i f the ion could overcome 
the large retarding f i e l d , i t would eas i ly be co l lec ted . The ion had 
to have large energy to overcome the large retarding f i e l d . The results 
showed that the persistence ion complex had been co l lec ted even at a 
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retarding potent ia l of U ,000 v o l t s . 
k. Doake and Gribbon's constant co l lec t ing f i e l d curves and 
our even f i e l d curves have one common nature, that I s , a t t rac t ive 
f i e ld s are applied at the co l l ec to r in both cases. The current 
characterist ics should be similar i f the persistence Ion complex and 
the fast ion are the same kind of pa r t i c l e s . However, af ter comparing 
Doake and Gribbon's results (Figure 3 5 ) and our even f i e l d results 
(Figure 3 3 ) ? several s ignif icant differences have been found between 
the two sets of current character is t ics . (A) Doake and Gribbon's 
current increases to a plateau at small f i e lds and then a sharp increase 
starts at the c r i t i c a l f i e l d for vortex ring creation. The current 
peak appears at the c r i t i c a l f i e l d for the persistence creation. 
The current at the peak has a magnitude about f i v e to ten times 
larger than the plateau current. As for our persistence ion complex, 
the even f i e l d curve has a sharp increase starting at the c r i t i c a l 
f i e l d for persistence current creation. Instead of a sharp peak, our 
curve has a broad hump at f i e lds higher than the c i r t i c a l f i e l d for 
persistence current creation. (B) Doake and Gribbon1s current peak 
was undetectable for temperatures higher than 1 .02°K, while a l l of 
our measurements were made at temperatures at or above 1 . 1 3 ° K . A 
broad hump existed in a l l measurements. 
5 . The s ize effects of grids are d i f ferent too . Doake and 
Gribbon's current peak appeared for r e l a t i v e l y smaller sizes of gr id 
50 
spaces and vanished for larger g r id spaces, as shown in Figure 3 6 . 
Our even f i e l d currents were measurable for a l l sizes of grids and they 
a l l had broad humps at high f i e l d s . In our retarding f i e l d measurements, 
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Figure 36. Size Effect of the Fast Ion 
(After Doake and Gribbon) 
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the current was present for larger sizes of g r id spaces and absent for 
smaller sizes of g r ids . 
From the above discussions, i t seems l i k e l y that the physical 
or igins of the persistence ion complex and the fast ion are d i f fe ren t . 
From our experimental observations which we discussed in Chapter 
I I I , i t is understood that ions are in the vortex ring state immediately 
before the formation of the persistence ion complexes. I t i s of great 
interest to examine how a vortex ring transforms into a persistence 
ion complex. There are two possible kinds of transformations. One 
is a di rect transformation from a vortex ring to a persistence ion 
complex, and the other, the trapped ion escapes from the vortex ring 
and then creates a persistence ion comples. I f an Ion escapes from a 
vortex r ing , i t w i l l in general Immediately form a new vortex r ing. 
Since the old and the new rings are close to each other, there Is 
a p o s s i b i l i t y that the two s ingly quantized vortex rings may combine 
together to create a doubly quantized vortex r ing. The doubly quantized 
vortex ring has d i f ferent core structure from the s ingly quantized 
vortex r ing. The ion escape probabi l i ty from a double quantized 
vortex ring might be smaller than that from a singly quantized vortex 
r ing. In Chapter I , we have the energy and the c i rcula t ion of a 
vortex ring as 
Creation of Persistence Ion Complex 
6 = \ pn2r(Tl - 7 A ) . (7) 
and H = Nh/m. (25) 
8o 
where T| = l n ( 8 r / a ) . Substituting equation (25) into equation ( 7 ) , 
y ie lds 
Since r » a, the parameter T| is a insensi t ive function of r , so that 
equation ( 2 6 ) can be reduced to 
where C is a constant. 
From equation (27 ) , i t is clear that the s ize of a doubly 
quantized vortex ring is only one-forth of the s ize of a s ingly 
quantized vortex ring i f they have the same amount of energy. There­
fore the diameter of a doubly quantized vortex ring with an energy of 
U , 0 0 0 eV is 3 2 microns (one-fourth of 1 3 0 microns, the diameter of a 
s ingly quantized vortex ring with the same energy) . This value is 
about what we have measured. This small ring s ize w i l l tend to reduce 
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the f r i c t i o n a l force although a recent theoret ica l work indicates 
that the force per unit length of such a ring is probably larger than 
that of a normal r ing. The s ize of such a ring ought to Increase 
with the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . However, as indicated in Figure 22, our 
calculations indicate that the s ize of the persistence ion complex 
is almost f i e l d independent. I t i s not certain that this explanation 
should be excluded because the situation might be complicated by 
occasional Ion escapes. However, this is a serious objection to this 
explanation. A l l models of persistence current which depend on ion 
escapes from vortex rings have one common objection, the onset f i e l d 
« = I p(Tl - 7A)(h/m) 2 rH 2 . ( 2 6 ) 
r (27) 
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for the persistence ion complex increases with temperature, contrary 
to the we l l known e l e c t r i c f i e l d and temperature dependence of pos i t ive 
ions escaping from vortex r ings. Therefore we favor the view-point 
that persistence ion complexes are transformed from vortex rings. 
Vortex rings can be deformed by unsymmetric forces . According 
to our calculat ion, a vortex ring at the persistence onset potent ia l 
has a radius of about 0.1 micron. As an ion dr i f t s around such a 
large r ing, the e l e c t r i c f i e l d force which acts on the ion only, acts 
on the vortex ring unsymmetrically. Such an unsymmetric force could 
cause the vortex ring to deform. One possible results from this 
deformation would be an ion attached to a tangled vortex core. The 
p o s s i b i l i t y that this complex might have a reduced f r i c t i ona l force 
should be considered although i t is not obvious. I t is also possible 
that a doubly quantized vortex ring is created through such a deformation. 
BMM's second sound attenuation results seem to support a vortex model. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
D i f f i c u l t i e s appear in a l l the models we have considered. In 
order to understand en t i r e ly the characterist ics of the persistence 
ion complex, more theore t ica l analysis and experimental invest igat ion 
are needed. Among them, t ime-of - f l igh t measurements would be most 
helpful . Bruschi and Santini"^ measured the v e l o c i t y of the ion beam 
in co l lec t ing e l e c t r i c f i e lds by an indirect method. I f the ion beam 
is a kind of mixture of vortex rings and persistence ion complexes, 
the i r technique could eas i ly miss the persistence ion complexes and 
measure only the vortex r ings. What is needed is a measurement of the 
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v e l o c i t y of the ion beam with a di rect technique under conditions 
insuring that ions are In the persistence ion complex s tate . This 
nature can be determined by allowing the ion beam to pass through a 
retarding e l e c t r i c f i e l d . I t is also necessary to make more theore t i ­
cal analyses to find a possible model f i t t i n g the persistence ion 
complex. 
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APPENDIX I 
SIZE COMPUTATION OF PERSISTENCE ION COMPLEX 
In Figures 2 3 , 2h and 25, our measured persistence currents for 
various g r id sizes at three di f ferent temperatures were plot ted against 
the applied e l e c t r i c potent ia l s . 
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss in some de ta i l the 
procedures used in finding the best f i t t i n g values for the sizes of 
the persistence ion complexes. Equation (22) gives the amount of 
current passing through a part icular s ize of gr id as 
I = I T ( (L -D)/L ) . (28) 
X O X X " x v J 
I f the amount of current I passing through a gr id of s ize L Is known, 
a a 
then the amount of current 1^ passing through a gr id of s ize L^ can be 
eas i ly computed by comparing the ra t io of these two currents. 
I f the measured currents of three or more dif ferent sizes of grids 
are known, the s ize of the persistence ion complex can be determined 
by keeping the measured current of one gr id s ize as a standard and 
using a part icular value for the s ize of the persistence ion complex 
which is the best value to f i t the currents passing through a l l other 
sizes of g r ids . For example, at a temperature of 1 . 1 3 ° K and an applied 
e l e c t r i c potent ia l of 7,500 v o l t s , the measured currents for four sizes 
8k 
( 2 3 2 , 1 0 9 5 6 2 . 5 and 2 2 . 5 microns) of grids are 
- 1 3 
"^232 = 3 0 . 5 x 1 0 ^ ampere. 
- 1 3 
l^go, = 2 1 . 3 x 1 0 ampere. 
- 1 3 
1 ^ 2 ^ = 5 • 1 0 x 1 0 ampere. 
^ 2 . 5 = ° -
The ra t ios of transmissions are 
T l 0 9 / T 2 3 2 = ° - 9 5 0 ' T 6 2 . 5 / T 2 3 2 = ° - 7 9 8 -
The next step is to pick a part icular value for D to f i t the above 
four currents. For example, l e t D be 30 microns, then, from equation 
( 2 9 ) , the computed currents for the 109-M- a n ( i 62.5-|J, grids with the 
2 3 2 g r i d as a standard are 
-IS 
1^ = 2 0 . 0 x 1 0 J ampere. 
-13 
1 ^ 2 ^ = 8 .66 x 10 ampere. 
Then the deviations in currents are 
a z i09 = 409 " ho9 = " 1 > 3 x 1 0 " 1 3 a m p e r e -
- 1 3 
A I 6 2 > 5 = I ^ 2 > 5 - I 6 2 > 5 = 3 -6 x 1 0 ampere. 
Several d i f ferent values of D have been t r i e d . Results are l i s t e d in 
Table 3 . 
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Table 3 . Best F i t t ing Values of Persistence Ion 
Complex Size with 7 5 500-vol t Applied 
Elec t r ic Potent ial at 1 . 1 3 ° K . 
- 1 3 
^109 = 2 1 ' 8 x 1 0 ampere 
- 1 3 
1^2 ^ = 5 . 1 x 1 0 ampere 
D I ' 
109 
I T 
6 2 . 5 ^ 1 0 9 ^ 6 2 . 5 
30 2 0 . 0 8 .66 
- 1 . 3 3 . 6 
3 1 1 9 . 9 8 .20 -1.4 3 - 1 
32 1 9 . k 7 . 8 0 
-1.9 2 . 7 
33 1 9 . 1 7 . ^ 0 - 2 . 2 2 . 3 
3^ 1 8 . 8 6 . 9 - 2 . 5 1 . 8 
Note: D is in microns. 
-13 
A l l currents are m 10 ampere 
8 6 
APPENDIX I I 
FITTING PROCEDURES 
The best f i t t i n g values for the size of the persistence ion 
complex were chosen by making the deviations of currents for a l l sizes 
of grids the smallest. Lists of such deviations of the 1 0 9 - | i and 
6 2 . 5 - | i grids for various applied e l ec t r i c potentials at three di f ferent 
temperatures are presented in Tables k9 5 and 6 . The computed results 
are p lot ted in Figures 23, 2k and 2 5 . 
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Table K. Minimum Deviations for Optimum Ion Size at 1 . 1 3 ° K 
V D 
A I 1 0 9 ^ 6 2 . 5 
8.0 3 1 . 0 
- 2 . 7 2 . 8 
7 . 5 3 3 . 0 - 2 . 2 2 . 3 
7 . 0 34.5 
- 1 . 9 2 . 2 
6 . 5 3 5 . 0 - 1 . 6 1 . 7 
6 . 0 3 6 . 5 - 1 . 4 1 . 2 
5 . 5 3 8 . 0 - 0 . 8 0 .9 
5 . 0 3 8 . 5 - 0 . 6 0.8 
4.5 39-0 - 0 . 5 0.5 
4.0 41.0 
- 0 . 3 0.3 
3 . 5 43.0 0.0 0 .0 
Note: V - Applied potentials in kv. 
D - Size of persistence ion complex in micron. 
- 1 3 
AI's - Deviations of computed current in 1 0 ampere. 
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Table 5- Minimum Deviations for Optimum Ion Size at 1 . 1 7 K 
A I 6 2 . 5 
8. .0 3^ .0 - 2 , .2 2 , .2 
7. .5 3 5 . 0 - 2 , .0 1 . .8 
7, .0 3 5 . 5 - 1 , .5 1 . .7 
6, .5 3 6 . 0 - 1 , .3 1 , .4 
6. .0 3 6 . 2 - 1 , . 1 1 . ,2 
5 . .5 3 7 . 0 - 1 , .0 0. • 9 
5 . ,0 3 8 . 0 -0 , 0. .7 
k. 
.5 3 9 - 0 -0 . .5 0. ,5 
Note: Same as Table h. 
8 9 
T a b l e 6. M i n i m u m D e v i a t i o n s f o r O p t i m u m I o n S i z e a t 1.21 K 
CO 
. 0 35 . 0 -1, • 9 1. .8 
7. • 5 3 6 . 0 -1. .4 1. .5 
7. . 0 38 . 0 -1. ,1 1. , 0 
6. .5 4 0 . 0 - 0 . .5 0 . .5 
6. . 0 40.5 - 0 . .2 0 . ,2 
N o t e : Same a s T a b l e 4 . 
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